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Reel Anatomy House of Refuge 360" Stereo
i

K

en Bates was able to identify
the views at the top of page 21
'n the Nov./Dec. '92 issue as
one of more than twenty natural
springs in Eureka Springs,
Arkansas. He enclosed a recent
photo of the same site showing
that little has changed over the
years. The unknown view was
probably taken at the turn of the

century by one of the town's five
resident stereo photographers who
operated from about 1880 to 1910.
Mike Zohn responded to the
unknown of the wake, illustrated at
the bottom of page 21 in the same
issue. He has several wake scenes
by different publishers. In some the
mourners wear masks, in some
they don't. A view by H.L. Roberts

& Co. of Philadelphia is posed similarly to the Kilburn unknown.
There are eight people shown. Seven of these, including the corpse,
wear masks. The only one without
a mask is holding the mouth of a
liquor bottle to the lips of the
corpse.
(Cof~tinrrc~d
on po'ye I I )
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jawbone for inclusion in the 23 volume Stereoscopic
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issue's expanded View-Master column by Wolfgang
& Mary Ann Sell provides an illustrated history of
the most extensive and scientifically useful ViewMaster book project ever published.
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Weighty Issue

A

mong the surprises included
with the previous issue (Vo1.20
No.1) was one that was completely unintentional. Due to a
printing mix-up, the entire issue
was printed on the heavy stock
normally used only for covers. Fortunately, the NSA didn't have to
cover the expense of this accidental
extravagance in material and
postage.

Bodily Depth
As far back as the Mar./Apr. '84
feature "View-Master Then & NOW"
we've wanted to cover the story of
the famous reellbook publication A
Stereoscopic Atlas of Human
Anatomy. Wolfgang and Mary Ann
Sell had recently assembled the
basic information for their "ViewMaster" column using material and
images from their own comprehensive collection and contacts at
View-Master. Then through
Rochester, NY member Nicholas
Graver we learned of an academic
journal article about the Atlas by
the person now in charge of the
original Stereo Atlas material, Dr.
Robert A. Chase of Stanford University - another NSA member!
The column quickly grew to
something more like a feature article with the additional information
and illustrations provided by Dr.
Chase. These include not only original 35mm transparencies of the
images seen on reels in the Atlas,
but also some fascinating Stanford
University file photos taken in
1951 showing dissection and photographic work being done by Dr.
David Bassett and William Gruber.
Even those who can find no kind
words for anything about the
View-Master format or content
generally make an exception for
the Stereo Atlas (and sometimes for
the Mushroom Rook and the Chinese
Art set). It was William Gruber's
goal to make View-Master a serious
medium of educational information and stereographic expression.
Resides being a unique tool of
medical education, the Stereo Atlas

stands as an all too rare example of
what he had in mind - an almost
painful reminder of the format's
potential.
The Atlas remains accurate and
useful even among today's most
sophisticated stereoscopic computer, electron microscope, tomographic scanning and video imaging systems. Gruber's first thought
was to stereograph surgical procedures, but the small, crowded field
and constant movement was
beyond the scope of his equipment. Now 3-D video systems frequently record even micro surgery
for the use of both doctors and students through tapes published for
viewing on field sequential monitors with shuttering glasses. But for
careful, detailed study of standard
dissections at an ordinary library
table, it's still hard to beat the work
of David Bassett and William Gruber.

Refuge
Interior views of penal institutions are among the most seldom
seen stereos, but frequent Stereo
World contributor Bill Brey shares
several such gems with us in his

article "Philadelphia's House of
Refuge." Only one of the views
includes any of the young inmates,
but the other scenes of austere,
vacant rooms provide at least a
hint of what life must have been
like behind these walls. Those in
charge were proud enough of this
improvement over housing children in jails with older inmates
that they cooperated in documenting their institution in stereo.
Children are no longer locked up
for being urchins, and facilities
today for serious young offenders
range from abusive to innovative
with at least some having a better
success rate than the House of
Refuge. Stereographs from within
the penal system are at least as rare
today, however, as in the 19th century.

Correction
Step 5 in last issue's insert "Five
Steps to Viewing the World" contains a typographical error. The
final sentence should conclude
"...you'll probably be able to
remove the cardboard and use the
viewer without training wheels!"m

1 1 View-Master Story Still Available 1 1
The feature "Seven Billion
Windows on the World View-Master Then and Now"
appeared in the out-of-print
Mar./Apr. '84 issue of Stereo
World. This 18 page illustrated historv of the View-Master
company has been reprinted
in a separate, updated version
and is available for $3.00
including postage from the
NSA Back Issue Service, Box
398, Sycamore, OH 44882.
I

Stereo World Southern Branch?

T

his Stereo World branch is located on Victory Drive in Columbus, Georgia. I went inside and
asked about back issues of the magazine and when the next color
issue would be coming out. The
staff played "plumb crazy" on me
and acted like they didn't know
what I was talking about. Actually,
it's an audiolfurniture store, staffed
by some extremely attractive
young women, which caters to the
military trade from nearby Fort
~ e n n i nThey
~ . had never-heard of
Stereo World and were happy to see
a copy of the magazine.
Bill C. Walton
Columbus, GA

Kodalux
After noting your article in the
Newviews section of the Nov./Dec.
'92 issue, I decided to try sending a
roll to the Dallas lab for stereo
mounting. It turned out to be a
nightmare ....none of the slides
were mounted satisfactorily. Some
slides have the film chips reversed,
some have one chip tilted and
some have the chips so far to the
left or right you can see through
the mount. I also noted that many
of the film chips are scratched up.
Needless to say, I will have to
remount all of the slides by hand.
So, please let everyone beware if
they choose to send any stereo film
to Kodalux. Maybe the labs better
stick to developing!

toward describing how to view
them, and I think novices or children will find it more helpful than
confusing. It could be abbreviated
using the initials or the letter X for
cross or I for eye, such as: XEP (pronounced "zep"?), X-EYE-P, or
XEPUZZLE.

Second: MESH IMAGE. Here,
mesh is defined as "an interlocking
or intertwining arrangement or
construction." The short form
could be MESH1 or even just MESH
(rhymes with mess).
I have not worried too much
about hyphens, capitalization, or
pronunciation, so please feel free to
play with these ideas as you see fit.
I only hope that these terms will
not seem too unscientific or undignified to the talented people who
create these images.
Mark Pop
Seattle, WA

Dean Jacobowitz
Montville, CT
THREE REEL PACKET

More "SIRDS" Names
Suggested names for Random
Dot Stereograms. First: CROSS-EYE
PUZZLE. Is not every one a puzzle?
No matter what elements are used
to form the images, will they not
always be puzzles? Though usually
meant to be viewed with the eyes
"uncrossed", viewing them crosseyed still reveals an interesting
image, and is not to be discouraged. The term goes a long way

I read with interest your "contest" for the name of random dot
stereographs. I believe that others
are getting hung up in accuracy
and in the need to make sense.
These have never been prime
orders of mine.
I therefore abandon all sense and
go for the jugular. Why not call
them just what they are?
DEEPDOTS

If this doesn't win, no matter. I
have learned to take rejection quite
well.
Sam Wetmore
Venice, FL m

f you have comments or questions for
,. ..
tho
.editor concerning any stereo-related matter
appearing (or missing) in the pages of Stereo
World, please write to john Denn~s,5tereo
World Editorial Office, 5670 SE 77st A!ve.,
Portland, OR

I
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NSA View-Maste
.
3"- RTee1 Pac~et
Stil1 Available!
RIeels A .&..B contain scenes 1

some or tne programs presentea
at NSA PORTLAND 89, the 1
annual NSA convention
Reel C is a collection of see,,,,
f Tom seve!ral View..Master DR"
and Plant Torlr reels.
Packets are $6.0(
19
- -CELEBRATING 60YEARS OF B- postage trom NSA, BOX 398u,
Sycamore, OH 44882
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A 3-D Look at the Human Body
ne of the most amazing medical guides ever produced was
published by Sawyer's, Inc.
between 1951 and 1962. The idea
was to create a medical encyclopedia illustrating dissections of various parts of the human body and
depict these procedures in 3-D
through an "Atlas" of View-Master
reels.
A test project sample book was
set up by View-Master and published in April, 1951. It was distributed to various medical schools
and libraries for their evaluation
and comments. These sample
books were also used to entice
medical professionals into buying
the entire Stereo Atlas once it
became available. The sample volume contained six View-Master
reels (numbered Test 1 through
Test 6) and presented a broad
overview of what the completed
work would be like. The six reels
and the 96 pages of text are spiral
bound in green leatherette.
The test sample was favorably
received by clinicians, medical
authorities, scientists and teachers
across the country, and the proposed Atlas went into full production. The complete work, entitled

0

A Stereoscopic Atlas of Human Anatomy was written by David L. Bassett,
M.D., and stereographed by
William B. Gruber.
Dr. Bassett received his M.D. from
Stanford University in 1939 and
served for many years on the faculty of the Stanford Medical School.
He passed away in 1966, but
received numerous congratulations
and wide recognition for his work
on the Atlas.
View-Master inventor William
Gruber brought his special talents
and artistry to many special 3-D
projects, with the Atlas being one
of his proudest achievements. He
designed, built and operated the

Sections One and Six of A STEREOSCOPIC ATLAS OF HUMAN ANATOMY in their original
cartons and one of the books.

special cameras and lighting used
to capture the spectacular images
for the Stereo Atlas.
The two men were introduced by
Dr. W.K. Livingston, head of
surgery at the University of Oregon
Medical School in Portland, who
had discussed the use of stereo
imaging in the medical field with
Gruber. In 1948, Bassett and Gruber developed the Stereo Atlas concept and began work on the massive project at Stanford University's
Anatomy Department.
Consisting of 8 sections, the
Atlas itself totals 23 volumes. It
contains 1,554 stereo views including 59 radiographs. There are 3,318
pages of text that accompany the
3-D images. Every reel shows the
clear, full color, beautifully illuminated detail of seven step-by-step
dissections of actual human mater-

ial. Each sequence of dissection is
done on the same specimen and
each stereo view is keyed to a
labeled drawing in the text. Originally, the idea was to incorporate
the numbers used in labeling the
The back of one of the Stereo Atlas
books containing the numbered
reels.

Reel 35, scene 2,
"OSTEOLOC Y

Roentgenogram
of skull, left lateral view. "

Reel 1 0 7 scene 4,
"VOLAR ASPECT
OF RIGHT HAND

Superficial volar
arch. "

Reel 53 scene 3,
"DISSECTION OF
LEFT ORBIT FROM
AN ANTERIOR
APPROACH"

reveals the muscle structure supporting the eye,
often referred to
as the suspensory ligament.
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cerebrum, cerebellum and brain
stem. It consists of four volumes
with 238 views and 497 pages of
text. The issue price was $27.50.
Section two, published in 1954,
is entitled The Head and Neck. The
photos in this section deal with the
skull, the cranial bones and the cervical spine. This section has five
volumes with 357 views and 739
pages of text. The issue price was
$38.50.
The third section, The Upper
Extremity, was published in 1955.
Sixty-three magnificent views of
the hand highlight the practical
usefulness of this section. Also
included are osteology, selected
radiographs, and exploratory
anatomical dissection of the entire
upper extremity. This section is
three volumes with a total of 196
views and 408 pages of text. The
issue price was $22.50.
Section four, The Thorax, was
published in 1958. Dissections of
the breast, heart, lungs and
diaphragm highlight this section.
It is made up of two volumes containing 140 views and 295 pages of
text. The issue price was $16.50.
The fifth section is The Abdomen,
published in 1960. This section has
a series of views of the abdominal
wall and inguinal region. There are
many views of dissections of the
intra-abdominal organs. This section has 140 views and 195 pages
of text contained in two volumes.
The issue price was $16.50.
Section six on The Pelvis was
published in 1961. There are dis-

- 1 divisia

The drawing in the Stereo Atlas for reel 54 scene 6. On the facing page, beneath the
title, is a paragraph describing the area of dissection and the parts removed or colored
for clarity. Following that is the list of the 23 identifiedpoints.

specimens directly into the scenes
on the reels. However, it was decided that the photographs would
give greater detail if only the specimen itself was shown in the 3-D
image.

The first section, published in
1952, was The Central Nervous System. This section is devoted to
detailed views of the brain and
spinal cord. It contains spectacular
3-D images of dissections of the

everal of the illustrations tor t
column are copies of the oric
nal full 35mm Kodachrome
pairs, supplied by NSA member IDr.
Robert A. Chase of Stanford Unit ,-sity. When Lucile Bassett, widow
Dr. David Bassett, recovered the
original transparencies and dram
ings for A StereoscopicAtlas of
human Anatomy, she placed the
collection with Dr. Chase for st01
care, and distribution throu
zational projects.

The m edical community
recently reminded of the Stereo
Atlas through an article in the journal Clinical Anatomy (5:151-156
1992) titled "The Wonderful Legacy
of David L. Bassett" by Dr. Chase,
Emile Holman Professor of Surgery
and Emeritus Professor of Anatomy
at Stanford. The article follo~wsDr.
Bassett's medical career ancI provides severa1 fascinating det:ails
about the creation and siqn,,,,,,
,,,
- if;r=nrn
of the St(?re0 Atlas, some of which
are excer.pted hen

S

---

,

The prolcess OT me aassect/clruber
effort consisted of preparations and
meticulous dissections of cadaver
regions by David Bassett which Cruber would photograph in 3-D.
William Cruber visited every few
weeks to photograph 30 to 50 dissection examples that had been prepared by Dr. Bassett....The image
transparencies taken on 35mm
Kodachrome film were carefully registered for stereoscopic viewing,
then reduced to View-Master format
for presenltation as Vi
discs.

1

I

Reel 54 scene 6,
"DISSECTION OF
RIGHT ORBIT
FROM A SUPERIOR
APPROACH"

shows the right
eye socket cut
away to reveal
the branches of
the opthalmic
artery.

Reel 8 scene 3,
"EXPLORATION
OF THE BRAIN
FROM ITS SUPER/OR ASPECT Cen-

era1 surface
view. " From an
original slide
pair in the Bassett Collection.

Reel 782 scene
7, "EXPLORATION
OF GLUTEAL
REGION AND HIP

Interior of left hip
joint, viewed
from below. "
From an original
slide pair in the
Bassett Collection.
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a

Dr. Bassett demonstrating the use of
the Stereo Atlas, with the book ouen
to the drawing and explanation bf a
brain dissection corresponding to the
full color 3-0 scene in the view- aster. Stanford University photo, 195 7.

Dr. Bassett prepares a human brain for William Gruber's custom made stereo camera
rig. Stanford University photo, 7 95 7.

sections of the female perineum
and internal pelvic organs as well
as views of the male external genitalia. This section has two volumes
with 154 views and 340 pages of

In Marc
avid Basset
...
.. .
SIX
took three test oooKlers ana
View-Master stereoscopes to th
American Association of
Anatomists annual meeting in
Detroit....A line of anatomists
through the door and down thse
hall formed to get a glimpse of the
unusual anatomical views.
The Atlas was recognized wc
wide an an excellent reference tor
serious students of anatomy. It was
carefully compiled and scrupulously accurate. It is no surprise that
the meticulously precise David Bassett was appointed to the editorial
board for the 20th edition of tble
classical Stedman's Medical Dicti
nary.
.L.

.I

8"

7

',',

>

<".T.,.

text. The issue price was $19.50.
The seventh section was published in 1962 and is entitled The
Lower Extremity. The detailed anatomy of the nerves and
of the

e work unldoubtedly would
....&.
.. _
conttnuea
naa .*
11
nor wen. tTor
Davici Bassett's untimely death in
1966 at the age of 53. He died at
the Llniversity of Washington Hospital in Seattle after a long struggle
with amyloid disease. The Atlas is
an irriportant and everlasting legacy th,at will find many applications
in education, particularly as we
explore the new technologies for
storage, delivery, and transmission
of knowledge. For example, the
;manes
lend themselves beautifully
... .to computer-assisted educational
P'ogI earns, not only because the
dissecctions and images are excellnnt I-)ut because the orqanization
of tht2 dissectiori s and can?ful
placement of tPle structure2s in the
.I , . . J

ICI I L L

..&

L..

limb is shown in relation to muscles, bones and joints. There are
217 views and 475 pages of text in
this three-volume section. The
issue price was $27.50.
section eight, The Rack, was published in 1962 and is the last section in the Stereo Atlas. It contains
photographs pertaining to the
spine as well as views of the muscles, blood vessels and ligaments
related to the back. In volumes
there are 12 views and 240 pages
of text. The issue price was $14.50.

photographs makes it possible 1
create the illusion of vertical anc
horizontal rotation of objects and
the visual effect of zooming in and
out. The line drawings are built
upon tracings from the transparencies so that drawing superimposition
upon the dissections may be done.
The stereo Atlas is ideally positioned
to make its contribution to new
stereo formats such as projection
video 3-D display and holography,
which are becoming more commonplace in both entertainment and
education. The Bassett images will
make their way into publications,
both print and electronic, for use in
the educational continuum from
grade schc)ol to the r
ed medical specialist!

Reel 163 scene
7, "PELVIC PERITONEAL CAVIN
OF FEMALE Pelvic

peritoneal relations with bladder deflated,
close-up anterior
view." From an
original slide pair
in the Bassett
Collection.

Reel 190 scene
4, "DISSECTION
OF KNEE Interior
of right knee
joint, anterior
view. " From an
original slide pair
in the Bassett
Collection.

Reel 87 scene 3,
"OSTEOLOGY

Articulated
bones of right
hand, dorsal
view." From an
original slide pair
in the Bassett
Collection.

'hi,

each section as well as a general
cross reference.
In February, 1962, a prospectus
to the complete eight-section Atlas
was published. The prospectus contains one reel and descriptive pages
from each of the eight sections as
follows:
Section One
Reel 8
"Exploration of Brain"
Section Two
Reel 62
"Dissection of Left Ear - Ear Ossicles"
Section Three
Reel 101
"Volar Aspect of Right Hand"
Section Four
Reel 11 7
"Dissection of Pericardium and
Heart in situ"
Section Five
Reel 152
"Kidneys, Suprarenal Glands & Posterior Abdominal Area - Osteology"
Section Six
Reel 155
"Lumbosacral Spine - Pelvic Girdal"
Section Seven
Reel 182
"Gluteal Retion & Hip-Dissection of
Left Thigh"
Section Eight
Reel 213
"Dissections of Thoratic & Lumbosacral Regions of the Back"

The book gave an overall view of
the entire completed Stereo Atlas
and was used as a stimulus for
potential customers.
The medical community was
overwhelmingly enthusiastic over
such an unprecedented work. At
the time of its publication the following comment was made by the

Journal of the American Medical Association:

Dr. Bassett and William Gruber prepare a jawbone for the specially designed stereo
shift camera. The specimen is on a box that allowed backlighting to be combined with
flood and spot sources to eliminate shadows. Stanford University photo, 195 1.

Each section could be purchased
individually as it was published, or
a complete Atlas was available at a
cost of $183.00. The entire set is
spiral bound in maroon leatherette
covers with gold print identifying
each section and volume.
A one volume, 156 page reference guide to the complete Stereo

Atlas was also available (for $10.00),
and is divided into three parts:
Part A is a condensation of the
table of contents from each of the
eight separate sections.
Part B directs attention to key
views by 1) regional areas and
2) major organ systems.
Part C is a complete alphabetical
listing of all items in the index of

"Great credit must be given to
the author for the superior quality
of the dissections, which are
planned to give a maximum of
information. The color photography by Gruber is excellent and
there is no difficulty in identifying
the anatomic structures. This publication is a milestone in the pictorial recording of anatomy. It
should be of great value to anyone
interested in human gross anatomy."

A Stereoscopic Atlas of Human
Anatomy was available not only
from Sawyer's but, according to a
View-Master brochure, could still
be ordered from GAF in 1974. Most
of the complete sets of the Stereo
Atlas were purchased by medical
schools and medical libraries and
remain in their possession today. m

The Unknows

William Rauch had some comments on the sociology of the wake
views, which we thought worth
quoting. "...it represents the prejudicial humor of the Protestant
majority of Americans toward the
Irish Catholic minority back at the
turn of this century. Those were
very unecumenical times, with
some Protestants being very fearful
of an increased Roman Catholic
presence in the country, as wave
after wave of immigrants arrived
from Ireland. Late 19th century
American Protestantism, which
was decidedly prohibitionist and
straight-laced looked upon the
Irish as Whisky-swilling, womanizing scamps, who used any excuse
for partying. Your view shows two
lighted candles by the deceased.
This is Roman Catholic custom. In
my views you can actually see the
priest in the back of the group. My
hunch is that the masks are characterizations of presumed Irish
duplicity at wakes - putting on a
sad face for the occasion, but
enjoying the booze."
Richard Campbell believes that
the Adelphi Hotel, shown at the
bottom of page 22 in the Jan./Feb.
'93 issue, is located in Saratoga
Springs. He says it is still there, has
been restored, and is still in operation.

(Continued
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Our first unknown this issue was
submitted by Larry Rochette. It is a
portrait of a well-dressed gentleman on a yellow card labeled "No.
15." Larry feels certain that it is by
Nickerson of Provincetown, MA.
Can anyone identify the person
shown?
Our second and third views
belong to Rich Slonaker. They are
Keystone eye testing views, and
Rich wonders if anyone can identify the people shown. The baseball
player may be Babe Ruth, but
where and when? The cowboy
could be Tom Mix with his "Wonder horse" Tony.
Send information or unknowns
to Neal Bullington, 5880 London

Drive, Traverse City, MI 49684.
We'd especially like to receive
views that are a bit out of the ordinary. Please enclose return postage
when sending views. m

G

oing crazy guessing the who, what or
where of unidentified views in your collection? Get help from the entire NSA membership by sending views to The Unknowns,
5880 London Dr.,Traverse City, MI 49684
with return postage. Even views with printed
titles from major publishers can sometimes
fail to identify some aspect of the subject.
(Unusual subjects or intemting street scenes
are more likely to be printed here than generic houses or pastures.) Send information on
subjects you recognize to the same address.

Explore the World
of 3-L) Imaging, Past & Present, i n

Still only

$22

a year from:

NATIONAL
STEREOSCOPIC
ASSOCIATION

P.0. BOX 14801
Columbus
OH 43214
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Inside The Magic
by John Dennis

A look inside

H

Image Technology International's singleuse 3D MAGICTM
reveals a cleverly
designed, precision molded
camera that functions more reliably and smoothly than many
inexpensive plastic cameras
intended for multiple use. (See
Vo1.19 No.6, page 32.) Stereo
enthusiasts should be happy to
know that the world's first singleuse stereo camera is definitely not
to be classed among those worsethan-useless pieces of junk occasionally offered as premiums with
magazine subscriptions or bank
accounts or seen in the windows of
discount stores behind a faded
orange "Everything Must Go!"
sign.
(In fact, the 3D MAGIC is being
included free with each £15.25 subscription to the British magazine
Amateur Photographer - UK residents only - but those who take
advantage of this offer will get
something more interesting than
the usual gimmick.) Given any
degree of promotional success, the
3D MAGIC has some potential of
spreading interest in 3-D photography through the hands-on experience of a wide audience.
The three 27mm lenses are
spaced 18.5mm apart, providing
images 18mm wide by the full
24mm high. Tiny notches at the
bottom of the frames provide an
indication on the film of which
image is which - the single notch
being the left image, double notch
center, and triple notch right. All
surfaces touching either side of the
film were smooth and scratch-free
in the sample opened. Soldered

4

The 3 D MAGICTMin its gold paper colver. Basic instructions ore printed on the back.

wires connect the flash contacts
below the right lens to the hot
shoe on the top left of the body.
While the front and back covers
snap into place, the lenslshutter
assembly is held in place by several
small screws. No tripod socket is
provided.
Shutter cocking, release, and
frame counting are controlled by
an elegantly simply assembly of
plastic gears and a single metal
spring. The film advance thumbwheel connects only to the spool
in the film cassette. When the camera is loaded at the factory, the
entire 24 exposure roll is wound
onto what looks like a take-up
spool on the left side of the camera. As film is advanced back into
the cassette for each picture, the
film itself turns the sprocket wheel,
cocking the shutter and moving
the count-down style frame
counter one number.

Reload A Magic?
The whole point of a single-use
camera is of course convenience for both the user and the company
offering the processing. In the case
of an ordinary single-use camera, it
would be a silly waste of effort to
try reloading when nearly any regular camera could do a better job
with less hassle. But stereo cameras
are far less common, and the possi-

bility of having one on hand for
instant use in situations where
you'd never take your Realist, Nimslo, or even Nishika may be interesting to many stereo photographers. The fact is, the 3D MAGIC
can be reloaded with no more than
a small screwdriver or a nail file
combined with a bit of patience.
The first thing to be aware of is
that removing the paper cover and
The bock is surprisingly strong and
flexible and will survive consideroble
bending and twisting - only o little of
which is required for removal.

opening the back " * - w r m ' h
of the camera will
mean you can't
send it in for processing and
lenticular printing by Image
I
Tech, according
to a note on the
side. Reloading is
mainly an option
for black & white
or color negative
film intended for
printing as standard print pairs.
Reloaded and processed color negative film could later be sent in for
lenticular reprints, but their extra
cost makes this a practical option
for
pictures. (Leave
the
uncut when sending negatives in for reprints.)
For the stereo photographer
interested in print pairs, a reloaded
3D MAGIC could be taken without
hesitation down a wild river, into a
riot or to an 8-year old's birthday
party. It could be kept ready for
action in an unlocked car or in a
coat pocket, Or
be handed
the most accident-prone child (or
concern. The tradeoff, of course, is the small base of
One and a
inches provided by the Outer lenses and the
fair image quality, which is more
noticeable in a stereoscope than
under the screen of a lenticular
print.

Reloading Steps
After removing the
paper covering, insert a small
screwdriver or nail file between the
back and the body and carefully
pry off the back all around the
camera. (At the
bottom and right r,
end, it may help
to press in-on the
body tabs
through the slots
provided.) Don't
remove the front,
as it holds the
gears in place.
2) Remove the
factory loaded
film from the
right side.
3) Reset the
frame counter by
turning the
sprocket wheel to
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The 3 0 MAGIC with back removed and film "advanced" most of the way back into the cassette. The double-flanged lefi spool, shown in position, can be removed for reloading -just
don't lose it!

the right. Below the number
there are four triangles where the
shutter may not fire even though
the sprocket wheel has stopped
turning. When you reach this
point, press down firmly on the
shutter release while turning the
sprocket wheel. This will release
the wheel to turn past the
on
the counter. When the sprocket
wheel again stops, just press the
shutter release each time until the
f i S u appears in the center of the
counter window. Now fire the shutter once more but don't advance
the sprocket wheel. This will leave
the film advance thumb-wheel free
to turn for easy insertion of the
film cassette.
4) Remove what looks like a
take-up spool from the left side of
the camera and insert the leader of
a fresh roll into the half-slot at the
upper end of the spool. Roll a cou-

ple of inches of film onto the
spool, emulsion down. The long
end of the spool in the film cassette should be facing up, and it
will look like you are about to load
a regular camera upside down with
the film going the wrong direction.
Since the rest of the loading must
happen in the dark, you may first
want to practice (with eyes closed)
slipping the film cassette onto the
advance wheel and inserting the
left spool in place. (The double
flange goes down and straddles the
light trap at the bottom). It will
also help to practice replacing the
back and snapping it into place.
5) In total darkness, wind all of a
24 exposure roll of film snugly
onto the left spool, leaving one
end attached inside the cassette.
Place the full spool in the left side
and pull enough film out to allow
the cassette to fit in the right side

-

The frame counter on top is easily reset for reloading by turning the sprocket wheel and firing the triangular shutter release until the "5" appears.
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the use of a closeup lens for portraits or even
closer views. Use
a lens that covers
all three lenses of
the camera and
simply tape it to
the camera's very
flat front. A +1
lens will provide
a focus distance
of about 28 inches, while a +2 will
give about 18
inches. A lens
from a pair of
1.25 diopter reading glasses will
put you in the 2
foot range, and
prints made from
the outer negatives will have
ideal stereo effect
for portraits.
"The Temptation of lesse" was captured with a reloaded 3 0 MAGIC using fill flash under
1
How l o n ~ w i this "single-use"
the trees. The resulting overexposure of the 400 speed black & white film in this test made
under $20 &mera last? he test
this pair difficult to print. Later tests with 7 00 and 200 speed b&w and color film resulted
sample has been through about 50
in quite acceptable negatives.
full cycles with little visible damage to the plastic gears when
of the camera with the advance
speed film for nearly any outdoor
checked with a magnifier. Aside
wheel engaged. As you replace the
situation. A 24 exposure roll profrom some scars left by the screwback, you can hold the film tight
vides 16 pictures. Neither the
driver, the back still snaps firmly
by turning the left spool countercounter or the space around the
into place with no light leaks. (The
clockwise with a short screwdriver
left spool will accommodate a 36
simple shape of the body would
in the exposed slot at the bottom.
exposure roll. For flash, use an
make it easy to tape if any did
6) Feel to be sure the back is
automatic unit if at all possible.
develop.) The shutter still sounds
snapped tight all around, turn on
One that allows 200 speed film to
sharp, and the flash synch still
the lights, and advance to the first
be shot at about f/8 is ideal. (You'll
works. In fact it's already outlasted
frame.
find that nearly any flash outa couple of those $29.95 point and
With the paper cover removed,
weighs the camera!)
shoot 35s with designer colors and
there is an open space between the
styling. As limited & it may be
Prints
shutter release and the back. Covphotographically,
the 3D MAGIC
The stereo window seems to be
ering this with a small piece of
does
in
some
respects
live up to its
set at about 10 feet, while the most
black tape will prevent any leak,
name.
This
inexpensive
4.3 ounces
effective stereo is in the five to
although test rolls shot in direct
of plastic can capture stereo images
eight
foot
range
with
this
camera.
sun showed only minor fogging
of fair quality within its range, and
This means some edge trimming
outside the sprocket holes when
it will wait for the chance in the
will be needed for most views.
this was left uncovered. Otherwise,
corner of a pocket, purse, backpack
(This from images already very narthe back is perfectly light tight.
or briefcase while other cameras
row and not very forgiving of
remain
in safer places. Saving a few
Exposure
much enlargement!) Sharpness falls
of
these
cameras from the recycling
Unless you plan to be shooting
off badly at the comers, but these
bin
could
make sense until somein a rain forest, don't use 400 speed
may often be cropped off anyway
thing
better
comes along.
film. The camera comes loaded
in order to achieve a less extreme
Few
retail
outlets carry the camthat way because the wide latitude
vertical format. Because of the need
era
yet,
but
it
is available from Reel
of color negative film will allow the
to trim the edges for a good win3-D
Enterprises.
most overexposed sunlight or flash
dow anyway, these negatives could
shots to be printed while rainy day
be printed by a lab that does 3 % x
shots will be dense enough to also
5" prints from standard half-frame
his column depends on readers for
provide a printable image. Actually,
information, (We don't know everything!)
negatives, although you may need
Please send information or questions to David
100 speed film works very well in
to let them print all three frames to
Storkman, NewViews Editor, PO. Rox 2368,
sunlight or bright overcast. A reaavoid confusion.
Culver City, CA 9023 1.
sonable compromise may be 200
The camera lends itself nicely to

?

A Computer Game
Designed for Free-viewing
Stella Obscura is a small shareware game written in Think Pascal
by John Calhoun for the Macintosh platform. While the game is a
fairly simple arcade style shoot 'em
up game, the 3-D effect is rather
well done and easily free-viewed.
Mr. Calhoun also includes instructions on how to build a simple
viewing aid and how to use it (or
just your eyes) to see the game in
3-D.
Unlike several other stereoscopic
games, Stella Obscura requires you
to use stereoscopic depth cues if
you are to succeed. Your missiles
will only destroy the enemy ships
when the aiming cross-hair is at
the same depth level as the enemy.
The enemy ships can only return
fire after they have passed this
mark, but by that time, you are
unable to return fire. Your ship can
endure 10 hits and your shields
can be replenished by flying
through a "stargate" - a special
treat in 3-D.
Stella Obscura can be found in
many Macintosh shareware
libraries, such as Compuserve and
America on Line.
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Sky & Telescope
Presents Venus in 3-D
The August '93 issue of Sky &
Telescope will feature anaglyphic
images of the planet Venus similar to the one shown being studied in the Feb. '93 National Geographic. (See S W Vo1.19 No.5,
page 27.)
Many of the planet's most dramatic volcanoes, craters, mountains and chasms are included in
the images, specially prepared for
Sky & Telescope by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory from images
gathered by NASA's Magellan
spacecraft. Using radar to penetrate the opaque atmosphere,
Magellan relayed 3.5 trillion bits
of data back to Earth and

acquired stereo images of over 40%
of the mysterious planet's surface.
Beyond the beauty and fun of
these 3-D images, scientists are
using them to reconstruct details of
the planet's evolution and to create
digital maps of the myriad geologic
structures. With surface temperatures of around 900°F and shrouded by a thick layer of sulfuric acid
clouds, Venus could be described as
hellish. But it's also the planet
most like Earth in size and mass.
Researchers hope Magellan's data
will provide a crucial key to understanding our own planet's geologic
history.

Swiss
3-D Bulletin
Folds
The Swiss Society for Stereoscopy
has announced that its 3-0 Bulletin
will no longer be published and
that number 45 in 1992 was the
final issue. News of the Swiss club
will be incorporated into the independent 30 Magazin published in
Germany by the Rode Company.
Members of the Swiss Society for
Stereoscopy will now receive the
much larger German language 30
Magazin in place of their own publication, much like the arrangement with the German Stereo Club
when the new commercial publication was launched last year. (See
SWVo1.19 No.1, page 36.) m
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by Michel Dusariez

n March 26, 1993, during a local
meeting of Belgian ISU members, a
new camera was presented for the first
time anywhere, to our knowledge. This

0

camera combines two photographic techniques; 360" panoptic photography and
stereoscopic photography. The prototype,
designed and constructed by Brussels opti-

cian Michel Dusariez, can simultaneously
take a stereoscopic pair of photos on the
same film while the camera revolves on its
base. The very first experimental picture

had been made just the day before the
meeting, in the optician's office.
The two resulting elongated format
prints each have a ratio of 1:4.93 and each

From behind a sculpture, a street and park in Brussels are recorded in 360" stereo by the Panoptic camera. This pair is positioned for viewing with the View MagicTMover/under viewer (SW Vol. 19 No. I page 32), but it can also be fused with a KMQ
plastic prism viewer or a "nu3Dvu" adjustable mirror viewer held sideways in front of one eye. Stereo by Michel Dusariez.

The same 360" pair positioned for regular side-by-side viewing. An elegant exhibition
alternative to over/under viewing would be to combine the images an an anaglyph
which could be printed large enough to hang in a full circular mount, surrounding the
observer for true 360" stereo viewing.

cover 360". In order to look at
them in stereo, the two pictures are
placed one above the other for
viewing with a KMQ type
overlunder prismatic viewer or
similar device.
Two 12.5mm lenses are used in
the camera, which cover 73" vertically. The length of the negative
for 360" is 78.5mm. The panoptic
principle used is that of Danish
inventor Lars R. Larson.

Panoramic Concepts in Print
The panoramic format book 360"
Panoptic Photography Experiments
will be available in English in July
of 1993. Included are detailed
instructions and diagrams for
building various 360" photography
systems using inexpensive materials. The 108 page book, by Michel
Dusariez, Ludovic Pierroux and
Lars Larsen is 400 Belgian Franks
from Panoptic Photography, 14, avenue Capitaine PIRET, 1150 Brussels, Belgium, FAX 32 2
512 68 29. m

Cut-away front view of
the 360" Stereo Panoptic
camera shows I ) slow
motor, 2 ) normal motor,
3) take-up spool, 4) & 5 )
lenses behind vertical
slits in front of body, 6)
film cartridge, 7) film
roller attached to the
camera base, 8) heavy
base stand, 9) program
cam, 10) 20 cog gear,
11) 40 cog gear, 12)
shaft for 40 cog gear,
13) motor switch.
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The 360" Stereo Panoptic camera prototype. By using wide angle 12.5mm lenses
(behind the slits), each full circle image requires only a little over 3 inches of 35mm
film. The wide vertical coverage also allows for variations in the terrain as the camera
revolves in its level plane, and the short focal length lenses allow fixed focus to simpli?/
design.
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e note the passing this past
March of Stereoscopic Society member Laurance Wolfe
of North Sutton, NH. Larry was a
good friend and a valued member
of the Society. His enthusiasm for
stereo photography knew no
bounds. He will be missed.

Voting Results
The 1992 leaders in the annual
tally of votes are in for the "C"
print circuit and for the 2x2
matched pair transparency circuit.

C-Print Circuit
Circuit Secretary Dale Hammerschmidt reports that viewmakers
were rated on total points earned
and "batting Average" (the decimal
percentage of possible points
obtained). For both methods the
top eight scorers agreed, and are
listed below.
Ratting
Average

Ember

Total
Points

Rill Patterson ..................0.299 .............. 657
Dale Hammerschmidt ....0.291 .............. 641
Ken Carpenter ................ 0.254 ..............508
0.220 ..............441
Will Kreitzer ....................
Thom Gilla .....................0.215 ..............430
Quentin Rurke ................0.192 .............. 422
Rill Walton ...................... 0.192 ..............422
Craig Daniels ..................0.190 ..............417

Favorite Views
Out of 207 rated viewcards completing the circuit in 1992, the five
favorite views earned at least half
of the points obtainable. They are:
"Peter Iredale" by Craig Daniels
(0.558 batting average)
"Laural Creek" by Ken Carpenter
(0.535 batting average)
"Columbus' Guard" by Rill Walton
(0.525 batting average)
"Spiegelwasser" by Dale Hammerschmidt
(0.506 batting average)
"Tropical Blossoms" by Thom Gillam
(0.500 batting average)

2x2 Matched Pair Circuit
Joe O'Toole of Los Altos, CA,
took over the duties of Folio Secretary on January 1,1993. The 1992
voting leaders who earned 50 or
more points are:
Member

1st

2nd

3rd

Total
Points

Jim Riley .................38 ....... 16....... 15......161
Bruce Hanson ......... 31 .......20 ........8 .......141
Matt Rebholz .........15.......14.......14.......87
Joe O'Toole .............15........8 ........11.......72
Richard Uding .........7 ........17.......11.......66
Rill Patterson ...........5 ........13....... 14.......55

Favorite Views
"In the Tube" by Bruce Hanson (30 pts)
"Aloha Tower" by R N C ~Hanson (28 pts)
"Rothenburg OR Tauber" by Joe O'Toole
(23 pts)
"Sunflower" by Jim Riley (22 pts)

Mixed Sentiments in Voting
The object of the Stereoscopic
Society has always been the circulation of postal folios of the members' stereo work. One is able to
handle and study the stereo views
of the other members at home and
at leisure. The element of voting
on the views is a secondary matter
and is optional for those who
choose not to vote. The considerable pleasure of the Society lies in
the folios. This is not to denigrate
competition, which has its own
important role to play. But that satisfies a different need than the
folios. Competitive events for
stereo transparencies occur regularly around the world (though they
are not as abundant as some would
like). The case for stereo prints,
however, remains grim as there is
little opportunity to compete fairly
in a manner available for other
photographic forms. So, voting on
the folio entries has generally been
favored, although it represents
only one indication among several
of how one's folio entries are
received by the membership. Those
depending on the results of competitions alone would so well to read
and ponder the editorial by David
W. Kuntz on page 3 of the December 1992 issue of Stereoscopy and try
to answer the questions raised.

Climbing the Ladder
Many years ago this matter of
voting on folio entries was
approached in a clever way in the
Stereoscopic Society that gave
everyone making progress a chance
to be recognized in due course. A
similar method may still be in use
in some groups overseas. A member processing a folio would vote
on first, second, and third place
when reporting to the secretary
that the folio had been sent on.
These votes were awarded 3,2, and
1 points, respectively, which were

added to each awardee's aggregate
from previous rounds. The member
with the highest accumulated total
of points headed the monthly "ladder" and (before WWII) was given a
solid silver teaspoon engraved with
the Society's monogram. But, the
member winning the ladder then
had to start anew with zero points
at the bottom of the ladder for the
next round. The climb to the top
could then begin afresh. In this
way a participant good enough to
draw votes could eventually reach
the pinnacle even if overtaken
many times in the process by more
successful colleagues. I find this a
particularly civilized and satisfying
approach to voting so far as the
folios are concerned. It was however lost somewhere along the way
and I do not know how it worked
in practice or what problems were
encountered.

60 Years in the Society
My thanks for the description of
the "Topping the Ladder" process
go to John H. Singleton ARPS of
Surrey, England, who entered The
Stereoscopic Society in 1933. He
has been a member ever since,
which makes him the doyen of the
Society (all branched included).
John has seen it all and his story
deserves a full telling at another
time. m
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Stereoscopic Society of America is a
group of currrently activ e stereo pho togradate their work by means of
ph ers who circ~
POstal folios. Bc9th print anc1 transparen cy formc~ t are
several groups
, . are c~perat. s. . used,
. . . and
. . . .
ing rouo clrcufrs ro mer me neeos In each format. When a fi3lio arrives, (7 member views
and makes connments on each of the entries
of the other po rticipants. H is or her own view,
which has traveled the circuit and has been
examined and commented upon by the other
members, is removed and replaced with a
new entry. The folio then continues its endless
travels around the circuit. Many long distance
friendships hove formed among the participants in this manner over the years.
Stereo photographers who may be interested in Society membership should write to the
Membership Secretary, E. lack Swartbout, 12
Wc
Paris, IL 6 1944.
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Philadelphia's

House of Re@ge
by William Brey

Some time ago I acql~ircdthe
stereo views that illustr ate this ar ticle at a photographic tr ade fair.
What attracted me to tllrlll .v.,-cv u ,
t he1Ir unusual subject and the
impbrint of a T'hiladelphia photographc r who opi.rated lust a few miles
from my nome. Were thev of an
inctitut~onin the Philac5eiphia
area? Could it st111be ~ri existence? ?
One d~stinguishingf eature
. of
. .t he
building was the tall cupola w ~ t ha
figure on top of it. Under a magnifying glats it could be seen that the
figure extended his hand ac ~f offcring help. The "R" shown in the
tlower bed offered anot her possit-)le
clue. The only other cll was tha t
the Philadelphia Businc?ss Directc1rips li5ted the Photogra pner lJ.c.
Chi llman fro1m 1880 to 1900 at t he
addlress shown on the tlack of the
vie1NS.
Ph~ladelphiaFree Library has a
large collect~onon the history of
the penal ey5tcm in the United
States, but no illustrations were
found that matched the building in
the views. A visit to the Llbrary
Company in Pliiladelph~afinally
produced an answer. Ken Finkel,
Curator of Pr ints, suggcrsted it
might be the Ilouse of Refuge thist
once ctood 01n the outskirts of
Philadelphia, ana proaucea a nook
con~tainingtbie etching shown or1
oprlosite pagcI. It matcf led the
VlClWS.
qn.=
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Enlarged detail from the band view
(opposite page) reveals the young agc
some of the boys as they are watched
a stern looking administrator and
guarded by one of several strange dog
statues seen in views of the grounds.

T

he decade of 1820 seems to
have been the earliest period in
which reformers were actively
concerned for the plight of delinquent and vagrant children. Various phases of child care were well
underway before this period, especially those dealing with orphans
and paupers, but concern for delinquents and problem children in
general had to mature gradually.
The movement began in New
York City and in Philadelphia at
approximately the same time. The
man who apparently stimulated
the citizens of New York to action
was the prominent Quaker pedagogue, John Griscom (1774-1852).
In 1818 Griscom made a tour of
European children's schools and
was impressed by the fine work
they were doing for abandoned
and "depraved" children. The year
previously he had been moved "by
the condition of the poor and
criminal classes in the city and
invited several of his friends into
his parlor up on Williams Street to
consider some practical measures
for the cure of pauperism and the
elimination of crime. The result of
his meeting was the founding of
the New York Society for the prevention of Pauperism." Four years
later, after Griscom had completed
his European tour, the organization
changed its name to the "Society
for the Reformation of Juvenile
Delinquents." It is quite possible
that this was the first time that
children who had broken the law
were referred to as juvenile delinquents. Through the efforts of
Griscom and his fellow Quaker
philanthropists, the first House of
Refuge for juvenile delinquents was
opened in this country in New
York City on January 1, 1825.
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Up to this time wayward children, runaway apprentices, and
homeless waifs had been sent to
jails or almshouses, where they
were obliged to mingle with adults
of all degrees of depravity. It was
largely because of this condition
that the reformers of the day had
set about to create special institutions for minors. Boston followed
the example of New York when it
opened its House of Reformation
in 1826.
The Philadelphia House of
Refuge was opened in 1828. But as
early as 1823 there were signs of
real alarm concerning the young
offenders who had been housed in
the two city jails, the Walnut Street
Jail and the Birdwell or Arch Street

Girls'Work a S ~ \ h r ~
RCIOIII.

OITitc~.s'K+)i~ms
eckla~~r
[:nila~icp

Prison, which stood on what is
now known as Reyburn Plaza
across from City Hall. The large
number of vagrant children lodged
in the county almshouse also disturbed the reformers.
The issue of the Philadelphia
Public Ledger for July 29, 1878,
states that as early as 1819 "the
venerable James J. Barclay...frequently visited the prisoners in the
old county jail ...and saw the hoaryheaded in crime and the wayward
youth in his teens, huddled together. He argued that a child, no mater
how bad and vicious, could only
become more hardened and

Bl,ys'Dorn~~\otncs
IStCIr~s:

Boys' H'ot,ksl~op
I"Ci;~ss.

vicious by daily contact with
men ...who had reached the x,y,z of
the criminal's alphabet."
It is quite possible that the first
recorded instance of action may be
found in the minutes, dated October 3, 1823, of the Philadelphia
Society for Alleviating the Miseries
of Public Prisons of which James J.
Barclay was an influential member.
It was resolved at this meeting that
a committee be appointed "to confer with the guardians of the poor
on the best means of putting a stop
to commitments of young children
as vagrants, and be taken away by
the guardians."

The House of Refuge Boys Band in front of the Administration Office. This is the only
view which includes inmates of the institution. All views by I? E. Chillman of Philadelphia.
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On April 27, 1827, a tract of land
containing five acres was purchased for $5,000 and on June the
cornerstone was laid for the new
establishment. The plot of ground
400 by 231 feet was enclosed by a
stone wall two feet thick and twenty feet high. The only adequate

One of the workshops where it appears yarn was wound on bobbins for knitting mills.
According to the 7 858 Annual Report of the Board of Manogers, boys in the "White
Department" manufactured spectacle and daguerreotype cases while those in the segregated "Colored Department" made shoes and umbrella furniture.

description of the building may be
found in a book dealing with the
penitentiaries of the United States,

Four tiers of individual cells, four feet by seven feet each, line the interior of the ivy covered building.

written by the English Prison Cornmissioner William Crawford, who
visited this country in 1833 and
wrote:
The main building is ninety-two
feet in length and thirty feet in

One of the classrooms seating at least 48 students.

depth. The building contains the
keeper's and matron's residences,
rooms for the use of the managers,
and infirmaries. The wings on
each side of the main building
contain three ranges or stories of
cells, each seven by four feet.
These cells are well lighted and
ventilated. In the centre of the
ground is a detached building,
containing the chapel, under
which is the boys' dining-room;
adjoining is the kitchen, with the
girls' dining-room. There are separate school rooms for each sex.
The work-shops are ranged along
the boundary wall in the rear.
...The building was at first calculated to contain 172 children in separate dormitories, but the accommodation having been enlarged,
279 inmates can now be lodged,
educated, and employed; viz., 196
boys and 83 girls.

Children were to be committed
to the House from the various
counties through the courts upon
complaints of their parents, or by
being apprehended on the streets
by regularly constituted authorities, such as the night-watch, predecessors of the police. Some
inmates were also transferred to
the House from almshouses by
magistrates or by the Overseers of
the Poor.

The daily routine, as prescribed
by the Board, was arduous and
long. The children arose at seven
o'clock during the winter months
and at five o'clock during the summer. There was a smattering of
schooling prior to breakfast, in
some months a half hour, in others
an hour. Work hours ranged from
eight o'clock until noon and from
one o'clock until four. School followed supper until bedtime which
was at eight o'clock during the
entire year. Thus the work hours
ranged from six and a half hours to
eight and a half per day, and
schooling ranged from three and a
half to four and a half. The diet
was none too ample for growing
children. For breakfast, rye coffee
with milk sweetened with molasses
was provided. Meat (mostly mutton) and vegetables were served for
noon dinner. Supper consisted
mainly of mush and molasses.
The educational and work programs of the Refuge began as soon
as the House opened in December,
1828. A teacher was employed and,
one by one, foremen for the work
shops were employed. The shoemaker arrived on January 5, 1829,
and bookbinding and willow-working began the following day. Tailor-

ing and carpentering were soon
added for the boys who showed
such aptitudes. Each week the
supervisors of the shops enumerated the amount of work accomplished. On numerous occasions
boys and girls were reported for
idleness or apathy at their work
and were, of course, punished. On
a few occasions boys were punished for hiding their tools. From
time to time additional types of
work were added to the school's
industries. The manufacture of
brass-headed nails, glass watch
crystals and buttons had been
introduced before the first year
Logo on the reverse of the views
identifies the photographer as P. E.
Chillman. The Chillman brothers
worked for lames Cremer during the
7 860s and bought out his portrait
studio in 1882.

Plates and pitchers line one of the walls of the school's kitchen.
expired. Dr. James Mease, noted
Philadelphia writer, called and
asked for the labor of some of the
of Refuge that stood at the comer
failed to measure up to the proidle children "to pick tow off severof Ridge Road and what was then
gram were demoted to the lowest
al thousands of silk cocoons."
called Coates Street. The enclosure
class.
Religion and moral training
was open so that the little prisoners
The two French commissioners
played an important part in the
could thrust their hands through,
Gustave de Beaumont and Alexis
rehabilitative process of the Refuge.
for they had flowers to sell that
de Tocqueville, had been sent by
There were services in the chapel
had been grown on their premises,
their government to study the
on Sundays, officiated over by voland the great throng of passers-by
American prison systems which
unteer ministers from the commuwould stop and watch for these litwere pioneering in the field of
nity. Some of the female school
tle ones and sometimes give a few
penal discipline. While in the
teachers from the Refuge taught
cents for the flowers. It was a sad
country they visited the three
Sunday School. Testaments and
sight - free children on the one
houses of Refuge, in Boston, New
Bibles were donated by the Female
side and the imprisoned ones on
York, and Philadelphia. They visitBible Society. The superintendent
the other. And yet here was a
ed the Philadelphia institution on
inaugurated a practice of having
growth from the old times of dunSeptember 2, 1832 and talked with
private conferences with the boys
geons and underground cells, of
Superintendent Edwin Young.
and reported that the result was
cruelty and inhumanity."
Summarizing his remarks we find
most gratifying.
Philadelphians were proud of
Young felt that "after fifteen or sixBut many of the inmates rebelled
their House of Refuge. It continued
teen years of age there is little hope
against the stultifying routine of
through the years, first moving to
of reformation ...almost all young
the house. There were escapes,
another set of buildings within the
persons who have passed that age
incipient riots, and fire settings.
city following 1850 and finally to
when they entered the Refuge have
During the first three years of the
the country. The boys' department
conducted themselves badly after
institution's existence at least three
established a new group of buildleaving it." He believed that of the
fires were set by the children. There
ings in Delaware County in 1892,
100 boys and 25 girls who had
were cases of open defiance against
where it has been known since as
been released up to that time,
the rules or the authority of teachthe Glen Mills Schools.
about two-thirds had conducted
ers, shop foremen, and superintenThere is still a large vocational
themselves well "at least, to judge
dents. The only course to be purcomponent to the school. The
by the reports of the people with
sued in such cases was punishvocational programs include small
whom they are as apprentices."
ment. Children were flogged,
engine repair, auto shop, welding,
Another commentator, writing
placed in dark cells, obliged to
photography, retail management,
in 1893, had this to report about
stand up at meals, and severely
graphic arts, journalism, carpentry,
I the first Refuge and its inmates:
admonished. Boys and girls who
broadcasting, optics and ceramics.
"Some of us remember the House

1

Visitors pose for Chillman on the well-kept lawns of the school's grounds.

Apprenticeships include paint
shop, plumbing, electrical shop,
and masonry.
Currently, the institution houses
approximately 650 boys as a private institution not religiously or
denominationally oriented. Grant

Grissom's May 1988 Glen Mills
Schools Research Project summary
report states that "for program

completers, the re-arrest rate and
re-incarceration rates were 39%
and 29% respectively." These are
comparatively lower than at other
similar institutions. m

This view helped identify the series of views thanks to the inclusion of the tall cupola
with the figure on top. Compare it to the etching of the entire institution. The extensive ivy growth dates the view to several years after the building's construction.

Profiles &om Oblivion

TheWreck of a Lijk
by

((T

a training ground where his skills
grew and his popularity with audiences began to develop.
He went west for an extended
tour during which he was able to
play leading roles at principal theaters in Chicago, Louisville,
Nashville, Cincinnati and St. Louis.
In all of these places as his abilities
matured he became recognized as a
capital actor. When the Civil War
broke out he returned east. Starting
in 1861 he spent two seasons in
Philadelphia. He was a special hit
as Charles Surface in School for
Scandal at Mrs. John Drew's Arch
Street Theater.
Following this he went on to
Mrs. John Wood's Olympic Theater
in New York in 1863. An initial
flop was followed by successful
farces that delighted the audiences.
Then The Streets of New York

he Wreck of a Life" is the way
the New York Times titled its
obituary of John K. Mortimer.
He was a stage actor and a brilliant
light comedian, admired by 19th
century American audiences from
coast to coast. Most of his contemporaries whose opinions were
respected placed him potentially
among the best the American theater had to offer. But in reality he
never held such an exalted position for long due to his severe personal character defects. He was
eccentric and undependable, and
developed passions for alcohol and
gambling. These came to dominate
his life and indeed destroy it.
John K. Mortimer was born on
Orchard Street in New York City in
1830. Through two uncles who
managed theaters from time to
time he was introduced into the
acting business and learned the
basics over a period of several years
as a youth. Extended work over
several more seasons in New York
and Washington theaters served as

I

orm man R. Patterson

opened on December 12, 1864 and
ran nightly for a year with John
Mortimer appearing as Badger in
what has been described as a masterpiece of acting.

Beginning the Fall
It was during this time also that
John Mortimer practiced and perfected the vices that would eventually do him in. He became a regular
patron of the gambling saloons in
the vicinity of the theater and he
began to drink almost incessantly.
It is hard to say which vice, gambling or alcohol, was the center of
more abuse but the resulting erratic
behavior led to many anecdotes
about him.
He was described as a bold gambler who was known to win
$10,000 (an enormous sum in
those days) at a sitting. His favorite

Mrs. Scott-Siddons was supported in her New York debut by lohn K. Mortimer on
November 30, 1868, when he played Orlando to her Rosalind in "As You Like It."
Reviews of his performance were good; hen were lukewarm. This mixed-plate stereoview was widely distributed by Gurney
in spite
of the problem with the locket. Mrs.
,
,
Scott-Siddons will be the subj&t of a profile in a future' issue of Stereo World.

E, & 14.I Anthony No. 2870, "MR. 1.K. MORTIMER, Actor. " The brilliant young performer was captured in full vigor in this view from the Anthony series "Prominent Portraits - The Stage. "

Rose Eytinge, who with john K. Mortimer opened November 7, 1866, in
Augustin Daly's "Criffith Gaunt. "
This was a highlight in the careers of
both performers, Miss Eytinge being
considered by many to be the leading actress of the American stage.
She played the key role of Kate Peyton, while Mortimer played the title
role. Portrait by Rockwood of New
York.

\

1

card game was faro. When he made
a big hit at the far0 table he immediately went on a shopping spree
to improve his wardrobe. The
remainder was spent on liquor
and/or staking his next game. If he
was missing when it was time to
dress for a performance, messengers were sent to drag him from
the gambling table. On occasion he
was put on the stage drunk and
momentarily bewildered. On other
occasions he indulged in games
only a few feet from the stage and
had to be hurried from the cards to
make his cue.
At times John Mortimer displayed outright unprofessional
behavior. On the evening of March
19, 1866, during a performance, he
abruptly approached the footlights
and said to the audience, "Au
revoir, au revoir!" Whereupon he
walked off the stage.
He left the Olympic Theater and
in November ofl866, at the New
York Theater, became the original
Griffith Gaunt in the play of that
name. This was a big success and
added to his reputation as a first
rate actor. For a year or so he mixed
professional successes in New York
and Washington with a deteriorating private life more and more
dominated by alcohol and social
decline. Then in the middle of the
first act of one ~erformancehe suddenly departedLthetheater after

saying to the audience, "I guess
you have had enough of this piece,
and I know that I have."

To the West
For a year he was unable to procure an engagement and had
exhausted the tolerance of theatrical managers and producers, especially in the New York area. In
1869 John Mortimer left New York
on tour and seemed to gain reputation wherever he played. Although
his antics on occasion disappointed an audience, usually he struck a
strong chord of appeal with the
theater-going public and brought
them to the ticket booth. He was
burned out of Chicago by the great
fire and returned to New York but
his irregular habits were no longer
acceptable there and he went west
again where he was appreciated in
spite of his problems. In 1873 at
Maguire's Theater in San Francisco
he was "hailed as the best general
actor that had ever visited the
Pacific Coast." He never lost that
reputation although his personal
life continued to sink to new
depths. He became intimately
familiar with correctional institutions and vile lodging places.

Too Little, Too Late
Mortimer did make attempts to
reform from time to time. In 1877
he stopped drinking, and during
several engagements saved considerable money. This worked until he
became offended over the casting
of the play The Danites.
(Continued on pa,qe 31)

3-D EQUIPMENTIBOOKS FOR SALE. Stereo Realist 3.5 wlcase, exc. $145.; Reallst Bulb Flash,
Exc. $17.; Realist BC Flash in Box Exc. $39.;
Realist Filters (3 pair) in embossed leather case
Exc. $59.; Realist Guide, Tydings Exc. $35.;2nd
copy, Exc. $35.; 3rd copy V G t $25.; Realist
Lens Shades $35/pair; Realist Heat Sealer
Mounting Kit wlo sorter Exc. $75.; TDC Colorist
2 Exc.t wlcase, shutter sticks $145.; Wirgin
Edixa 3A w1Built-in Light Meter, Steinheil Lenses, wlcase - "A real beauty!", rare find - $450.;
Airequipt Stereo Theater Trays, Mintlboxed
5/$100.; Bolex Movie Guide, Tydings, wlstereo
section VGt $35.; Toshiba Cam. Closeup Lens,
Mint $20.; View-Master Personal case VG $45.;
Triad Projection Mounts $8./box; Wollensak 12
Flash, mintlboxed $65.; View-Master Personal
Flash attachment, Mintlboxed $49.; Kodaslide 1
DC Viewer mintlboxed $70.; Misc. list underway, send SASE. S.J. Weiner, 11 Cloverleaf Dr.,
Marlboro, NJ 07746, (908) 303-1883.

ARTHUR GIRLING'S "Stereo Draw~ng- A Theory
of 3-D Vision and Its Applicat~onto Stereo
Drawing". 100 pages hardbound 8112 x 12.
Stereo photographers are finding that the book
applies equally to stereo photography and is a
mine of information on methods of making 3-D
pictures and viewing them. Written in non-technical language and profusely illustrated with
B&W drawings as well as 11 pages of superb
anaglyphs, this book is a must for the serious
stereoscopist. Now available from NSA Book
Service, 4201 Nagle Rd., Bryan, TX 77801.
Price (including postage) $19.00 USA, Canada.
Overseas add $2.00 surface, $4.00 air.

100 REALIST GLASS COVERS $12.50; 125 Emde
silver cardboard masks $6.;100 Realist aluminum masks $7.50; New slide binder $10;
Brumberger viewer $25. Revere shutter, lens
plate $50. Art Faner, 1961 Center, Salem, OR
97301.

BAUSCH & LOMB, adjustable stereo viewer,
35mm to 4x5 illuminated, weight 30 Ibs. $60.
FOB. Glick, 517 W. Park Blvd., Haddonfield, NJ
08033.

1860s FRENCH FRONTAL NUDES: Two; one
marked "L. D'Oliver-Paris" (No. 26); the other
unmarked, but by same photographer (No.
125), (slight fading). Tinted & laquered, G.
cond. $500. L. Jacobson, PO Box 6128, Syracuse, NY 13217, (31 5) 446-8345.
ANTIQUE PHOTOGRAPHY MAIL AUCTION. Hundreds of early vintage images,. Daguerreotypes,
ambrotypes, tintypes, stereo views, ephemera,
and paper photographs of many formats. $3 for
next illustrated catalog, or next 4 catalogs for
$10. Subscription includes Prices Realized
mailed out after sale. Don Ulrich, 1625 South
23rd, Lincoln, NE 68502.
ANTIQUE STEREOSCOPES completely renewed
t o useable condition. Handmade parts used
where necessary, very limited supply. $75. t $5.
S&H. Al Meyers, (815) 725-3813.

s part of their membership, NSA membtirs
are offered free use of classi fied odvertis
ing. Members may use 100 wc~ r d sper year
divided into three ads with a maxrmum or
35 words per ad. Additional words and additional ads may be inserted at the rate of 2 0 t
per word. Please include payments with ads.
We cannot provide billings. Deadline is the
first day of the month preceding publication
date. Send ads to the National Stereoscopic
Association, P.O. Box 14801, Columbus, OH
432 14, or call (21 6 ) 239-22 12. A rate sheet
for display ads is available upojn request.
(Please send SASE.)

A
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BACK TO BASICS. Infantry Basic Training at Fort
Benning, Georgia. 75 BW stereographs with
viewer. Single copy $13. plus $1.50 shipping
and Georgia sales tax if applicable. MUSCOGEE
3-D, 3739 Meadowlark Drive, Columbus, GA
31906.

JOHN WALDSMITH'S "Stereo Views, An Illustrated History and Price Guide" available signed
from the author, $22.95 softbound, add $2.95
postage and handling. Please note: the hardbound edition is sold out. Mastercard and VISA
accepted. J o h n Waldsmith, PO Box 191,
Sycamore, OH 44882.
JUST SHOT NEW CENTERFOLD for Swank magazine and have great new Realist slide set for
sale. 7 slides only $19.95 t $2 S&H. Free
Newsletter and sample photo with each order.
Send SASE & $3 for Sample Slide, photo &
Newsletter or your order to: Len Rapoport International Press Assoc., 100-E Highway 34 Suite
115, Matawan, NJ 07747.
KING INN 21/4 x 21/4 viewers and matching
mounts. I n leather-trimmed carrying case,
$165. postpaid. Boxed: $125. postpaid. Mounts
$551100 pp. Q-VU, 817 East 8th, Holtville, CA
92250.
NEW KEYSTONE STEREOVIEWER Model 3101:
the best viewers for people who must wear
glasses! This is the real thing; superb optics,
beats antique and reproductions for viewing
stereos. $75 plus $3 shipping (in US). Russell
Norton, PO Box 1070, New Haven, CT 06504,
(203) 562-7800.
PHOTO-VESTS - outer pockets made of Thai Hill
Tribe fabrics. $65.00 t shipping. Send $3 for
photo and fabric sample. Tim Farson, PO Box
88 CMU, Chaing Mai 50002, Thailand.
RANDOM DOT STEREOGRAM POSTERS: 8-2
Bomber, Dinosaurs, Space Shuttle, Statue of
Liberty. 17" x 25" Multi-colored. $19.50. (Overseas add $2.) F.R. Fairlamb, 22533 S. Vermont
Ave., Suite #49, Torrance, CA 90502.

SEQUENTIAL FIELD VIDEO recorrl~rigarid viewing system. Shoot 3-D video w ~ t htwo genlocked cameras, record and view with ordinary
VCR and n! Uses liquid crystal glasses. $500.
Call for more information. Optical Delusions,
I ~ c(407)
. 659-8356.
STEREO REALIST 112.8 EKTARS (Exct) overhauled by Zak in early 80s, still in excellent
working condition, sharp pictures, wlcase and
extra lens cover. $320 Postpaid UPS 2 day air
inside US. R. McClellan (602) 981-9563.
STEREO REALIST f13.5, recently (Apr. '93)
cleaned, lubricated, and re-calibrated (cost
$100) by Zak. A real value for $125. plus UPS.
G.H. Sergio, 760 Clawson St., S.I., NY 10306,
(71 8) 979-31 07.
STEREO SLIDE STORAGE BOX - Eliminate those
shoeboxes! 4 x 8 ~ 2corrugated cardboard box
holds approximately 130 cardboard or 60 glass
mounted slides. $2 each, plus $1 shipping per
order. TKE, PO Box 6455, Delray, FL 334846455.
STEREO VIEW CARDS - U.S. & Foreign. Dolores
Hendrickson, 2650 West 223rd St., Bucyrus,
KS, (913) 964-3360.
STEREO VIEWER LENSES- Two wedge-shaped
lenses, each molded and embodied in 1 l/2"
square frame. Precision optical quality; build,
experiment. $7.95 postpaid (USA), Taylor-Merchant Corporation, 212 West 35th St., New
York, NY 10001.
STEREOS, NUDES, Pinups, mounted or
unmounted, originals. Send SASE for details.
Glick, 517 W. Park Blvd., Haddonfield, NJ
08033.
STEREOSCOPE - New wooden 'scope with flat
top hood and sides, brass screws, good quality
plastic lens, folding handle, mahogany stain,
$25. plus $3 postage and handling. Jerry Morrow, 3752 Norman Rd., Clarkston, GA. 30021,
(404) 296-4300.
STEREOSCOPE PARTS - Missing stage (picture
holder) on your antique viewer? Walnut $8.50,
Poplar $5.50, Postpd. You stain to match your
viewer. Standard cut-out 1Vi" wide, 1h" deep or
give your specs. Jerry Morrow, 3752 Norman
Rd., Clarkston, GA 30021, (404) 296-4300.
VIEW-MASTER blister and old style scenics,
nature, Disney and children's packets. 40 page
catalog containing information about View-Master Collector's Association. Worldwide Slides,
Dept SW, 7427 Washburn, Minneapolis, MN
55423.
-

VIEW-MASTER "PERSONAL" CAMERA wlcase,
film cutter wloriginal box, 3 6 close-up wlcase,
all exc. $425. Kodaslide 1 wlbox $70.; "B" viewer wlleatherette case & 14 40s-50s reels $65.;
"C" viewer wllight $30.; illuminated film cutter
$30. All plus UPS, (503) 656-6230.

WORLD WIDE BIBLE PICTURES 20th Century
B~bleCourse I, on Sawyers non-stereoscopic
V~ew-Masterreels. 01951. Lessons 1.. 3. 4.. 5
(two copies), 6, 8; 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18,
19, 23, 27, 28. Each lesson consists of a three
reel packet. A few of the outer envelopes show
some wear, but all reels and inner sleeves are
like new. All 18 packets for $45; 30 blank Personal reels with envelopes, used but like new
$20; 42 blank Personal reels with envelopes,
used and a little soiled andlor written on but still
very useable, $20; Sawyer's original style 100watt "Deluxe" VM projector with adjustable handlelelevation stand, Exc.+, $18. Please add UPS.
Mark Willke, 200 SW 89th Ave., Portland, OR
97225. (503) 297-7653.

MUSIC RELATED, and 1500 other selected stereo
vlews ~n stock. Will trade only for Maine flat
mount views - any subject or condition. Write
or call for details: Blaine E. Bryant, 864 Bridgton
Road. Westbrook. ME 04092. (207) 854-4470.

ALASKA, KLONDIKE stereos especially Muybridge, Maynard, Brodeck, Haynes, Mclntire. L.
Hensel, Masterson of Pennsylvania, New York.
Also buying any old Alaska photographs, books,
post cards, ephemera, souvenirs, etc. Wood,
Box 22165, Juneau, AK 99802, phlfax (907)
789-8450.
AVIATION STEREOS, especially Wright Bros.
flights, WWI planes and early commercial
planes and airports. Also stereos with cats,
architecture (specific buildings) and Victorian
interiors. Richard Campbell, 1037 Central, Wilmette, IL 60091.

CONTURA STEREO CAMERA, all-wood cameras
and M~lwaukeeImages maps or h~stor~cal
documents. Dave Gorskl 244 Cutler St Waukesha.
WI 53186. eves. (414) 542-3069.
FLORIDA STEREOS of historical value, especially
Tallahassee, Tampa and Gainesville. Price and
describe or send on approval, highest prices
paid for pre-1890 views, No St,Augustine, Hendriksen, PO Box 21153, Kennedy Space Center,
FL 32815.
H.H. BENNETT views. Numbers 1512, 1519,
1520, 1540, 1542, 1544, 1546, 1548, 1549,
1551, 1554, 1555, 1557, 1559, 1560, 1565,
1566, 1575, 1576. Send details to: Vadnais,
1510 Shetland, Laramie, WY 82070.
HARDHAT DIVER PHOTOGRAPHS wanted!
Stereo views, COVs, Cabinet Cards, Albumen
Prints, Daguerreotypes, Ambrotypes, Tintypes,
Post cards, posters, books, catalogs, documents, etc. Gary Pilecki, 617 Guaymas Court,
San Ramon, CA 94583, (510) 866-0848.
HURST STEREOSCOPIC STUDIES of Natural History #54, Belted King-fisher. Also want view or
photo of Jumbo, the elephant. John David Laird,
6808 Lakecrest Ct., Fort Wayne, IN 468157978.

I BUY ARIZONA PHOTOGRAPHS! Stereo views,
cabinet cards, mounted photographs, RP post
cards, albums and photographs taken before
1920. Also interested in xeroxes of Arizona
stereographs and photos for research. Will pay
postage and copy costs. Jeremy Rowe, 2331 E.
Oel Rio Dr., Tempe, AZ 85282.

BISHOP. Stereo views or Xeroxes and information for research. H. Bishop. Bishop and Son,
Bishop Brothers, Bishop and Zimmerman, Bishop and Kauffman. PA, MO, Minnesota. Alice
Bampton, 31 Pine Tree Drive, Audubon, PA
19403.

CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD stereographs (also
Union Pacific): Alfred A. Hart, C.E. Watkins, A.J.
Russell, Houseworth, Savage, Muybridge,
Pond, Reilly & others. Dr. James Winter, 15145
Mulholland Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90077,
(818) 784-0619, FAX (818) 784-1039.
COLLECT, TRADE, BUY & SELL: 19th Century
images (Cased, stereo, Cdv, Cabinet & large
paper). Bill Lee, 8658 S. Gladiator Way, Sandy,
UT 84094. Specialties: Western, Locomotives,
photographers, Indians, Mining, J. Carbutt,
Expeditions, Ships, Utah & Occupational.
COLORADO TRAIN stereo views, cabinet, and
other large views. Specialties: Locomotives,
trains, also stage coaches, freight wagons.
street scenes, towns, occupational and expeditions. Top prices paid for glass negatives. David
S. Digerness, 4953 Perry St., Denver, CO
80212-2630.

MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA stereo views
by Shafer and other West Virginia views. Tom
Prall, PO Box 155, Weston, WV 26452.
MUYERIDGE VIEWS. Top Prices paid. Also
Michigan and Mining - the 3 Ms. Many views
available for trade. Leonard Walle, 60 Pinto
Lane. Novato. CA 94947.
NANTUCKET, FLORIDA, Blacks, Comic stereo
views and viewers. Chris Wampole, 42 Lake
Arbor Dr., Palm Springs, FL 33461, (407) 6416693 or (508) 257-9763.
NEW YORK CANAL and related views. Erie, New
York Barge, Genesee, Champlain, Black River
canals, and views of Portage and Letchworth
Gorge. Carl Wampole, PO Box 245, Nesconset,
NY 11767, (516) 724-431 1, call eves.
PERMANENT WANT: Stereo views of Boulder,
CO. Also misc. views by Boulder stereographers. Alan Ostlund, 479 Arapahoe Ave., Boulder, CO 80302, (303) 444-0645.
PETOSKEY, MICHIGAN stereo views. Also Harbor
Springs, Bay Views or any northern Michigan
views. Howard Ball, 441 N. Division Rd.,
Petoskey, MI 49770, (616) 347-2700.
(Continued on next page)

Please enroll me as a member of the National Stereoscopic Associi~tion.
I understand that my one-year subscription to Stereo Norld will begin
with the MarchIApril issue of the current year.
-

BRIDGEPORT, CT & VICINITY. Any views of
Bridgeport, CT, especially by "Wilson" or any
other Bridgeport photographer. Send photocopies, front & back & price to: Mike Zohn, 390
Bleeker St., New York, NY 10014.

I COLLECT VIEWS OF SAN DIEGO, Cal~forn~a
~n
Reallst or Vlew-Master format! Contact Dave
W~enerPO Box 12193 La Jolla CA92039

-

-

-

U.S. membership mailed third class ($22).

I
I

U.S. membership mailed first class for faster delivery ($32).
Foreign membership mailed surface rate, and first class t o Canada ($34).

I

u

I
1

I

Foreign membership mailed international airmail ($48).

-

Send a sample copy ($5.50).

Pleasc make check;s payable to the National Stereoscopic Associatin!n. Foreign
memlIert pleatc rc'mit in U.S. dollars with a Canadian Pottal Moncy ordrr, a n
Interriational Mon.ey Order, or a foreign bank draft on a U.S. bank.
b
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Natiional Stereoscopic Associat
I(

PO Box 14801, Columbus, OH 43214
The Only National Organization Devoted Exclusively To Stereo Photography, Stereoviews, and 3-D ImagingTechniques.
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REALIST 60-SLIDE & vlewer storage case w ~ t h
genulne leather or brown fabrlc exterior ~nExc.+
or better condition (must contain Realist logo.)
Realist 6-drawer stereo slide filelchest in Exc.+
or better condition (must contain Realist logo.)
Also looking for Baja 8-drawer stereo slide
filelchest with drawers marked "Versafile". Mark
Willke, 200 SW 89th Ave., Portland, OR 97225.
(503) 297-7653.
REALIST FORMAT VIEWERS, cameras, t w i n
35mm stuff too. I will pay fair market prices or
trade for my 3-D slide sets, IPA Press Cards,
etc. Need items for my glamourlcenterfold type
mail order biz. Call Len Rapoport, Pres., International Press Assoc., days at 1 (800) 8366666.
STEREO CLUB or circuit who can exchange Realist size slides with a small stereo club, Japan 3D Club. Any country. Please write to Yoshihiko
Saji, Secretary, 467 Imaiminamicho, NakaharaKu, Kawasaki, J a ~ a n .
STEREO DAGUERREOTYPES: All kinds, all
nations & subjects. Any condition. Ken Appollo,
PO Box 241, Rhinecliff, NY 12574, (914) 8765232.
STEREO VIEWS: Henry Allen, U.S. Sen., Gov. of
KS; John Allen, Postman, Ottawa, KS; James
Whitcomb Riley, IN Poet. John V. Beck, 906D
Maxwell Terrace, Bloomington, IN 47401.

D.C. Antique
Photo Show

TDC STEREO VIVID or Colorist camera. Excellent
working order. Reasonable. Gary Serbin, 5612
Beacon St., Pittsburgh, PA 15217.

"The #I Antique Photo Image
Show in the USA"

VERMONT, famous people, musicians, composers, opera singers, fine quality street scenes
and storefronts any US town. Also buying photograph collections, all formats, US and foreign.
Stuart Butterfield, 205 W. 95 St., New York, NY
10025.
VIEWS BY LONDON STEREOSCOPIC CO. of "The
Great Crumlin Viaduct", Monmouthshire. Tim
Mclntyre, Box 21112 Stratford, Ont N5A 7V4
Canada. (519) 273-5360.
WEST COAST LIGHTHOUSES - Stereo views Especially Oregon, but also WA & CA. Also
interested in stereo views of Eugene, OR. Dennis Ellingsen, 267 N. Grand St., Eugene, OR
97402, (503) 484-5564.
YOU COULD HAVE told the world of your stereo
needs in this ad space! Your membership entitles you to 100 words per year. Send ads to the
National Stereoscopic Association, P.O. Box
14801, Columbus, OH 43214, or call (216) 2392212. A rate sheet for display ads is available
upon request. (Please send SASE.) m

STEREO VIEWS of Lawrence and Eudora, KS;
Also Topeka, Kansas City (KS or MO), any other
Kansas towns in the K.C. - Topeka vicinity. L.
Hollmann, 723 Church, Eudora, KS 66025.

Anaglyphic Separations for
Overhead Projection
A simple method of preparing
printed stereo pair illustrations for
anaglyphic projection has been
presented in the April '93 issue of
The American Biology Teacher by
Edward M. Hale, assistant biology
professor at Ball State University,
Indiana.
Computer generated images of
biological molecules are now often
presented in texts and journals as
stereo pairs, and in order to project
them in stereo form as part of lectures illustrated with an overhead
projector, Dr. Hale has made use of
instant transparency material
which can reproduce illustrations
as red or green images. He first
enlarges the halves of a pair on a
copy machine to match the large
format of an overhead projector.
Then the left half is reproduced as
a green image on one piece of film,
and the right half as a red image

TENTH ANNUAL FALL

STEREO VIEWS OF MAGICIANS. Balloon~sts,
gamblers, human marvels, nudes, wlre walkers
and oddities. Terry Roses, 2715 Jefferson St.,
Duluth, MN 55812.

on another. The two transparencies
are then sandwiched together
while wearing anaglyphic glasses to
check registration and stereo alignment. Once aligned, the two are
taped together for projection as a
single transparency and viewing
with anaglyphic glasses by an
entire class.
He notes that red and green
images and lenses work better than
red and blue, and that care must be
taken to determine the actual
rightlleft orientation of many scientific stereo pair illustrations.
(Molecular structures can look
right viewed either way, and some
journals have yet to settle on convergence vs. parallel viewing as a
standard for printed pairs.) He uses
an infrared process material available from Century Business Products, Box 50653, Indianapolis, IN
48250, 31 7-842-7293.m

60 tables of stereoviews, CDVs,
Daguerreotypes, photographs, etc

10 October;~993
l O A M - 5 PM
Public A d m i s s i o n $5
R o s s l y n Westpark Hotel Ballroom
Arlin ton, V A
1900 Nt t . M y e r Dr.
Preview admission 8:30 AM $20
B o s t o n show: 17 October
Spring DC show:13 March 1994

Managed

Russell Norton
PO%OX 1070.
New Haven. C T 06504

August 8

August 8

(CAI

The New Burbank Camera Show & Sale, Aeronautical District Lodge, 2600 W. Victory Blvd.,
Burbank, CA. Contact Bargain Camera Shows,
Box 5352, Santa Monica, CA 90409. Call 310396-9463.

(IN)

August 8

August 14

South Bend, IN CameraIComputer Swap Meet
Century Center, South Bend, IN. Contact Roger
L. Smith, Box 1551, Mishawaka, IN 46544.
Call 219-256-6573.

August 8

(MN)

(NJ)

hTC A r

Fr)

(CAI

Naticonal

August 15

August 28-29

August 28-29

September 19

June 27 -.

1 Rochester, NY

August 1-5

Auguat 15

/

(PA)

Philadelphis-Trevose Camera Show & Sale,
Ramada Inn-Bucks County, Trevose, PA. Contact Photorama USA, 20219 Mack Ave.,
Grosse Pointe Woods, MI 48236. Call 313884-2243.

Memorial Library, Oak Street at Edgell Road,
Framingham, MA. A mini-trade fair, members'
meeting, stereo presentation and workshop
are included. Contact David Berenson, 32 Colwell Ave., Brighton, MA 02135. Call 617-2541565 eves.

Oct. 1-Nov. 20

He resumed drinking and squandered all of his savings. In 1878 he
reformed again and in June played
in Baby with the great actor Joe Jefferson. John Mortimer played Baby
and gave such an excellent performance that his friends hoped he
had recovered and would soon
return to New York.
But it was not to be. On September 17, 1878,John Mortimer died

November 13

~ m t i n ~ ~ p g e ,

of self administered strychnine poisoning in a low budget lodging
house in San Francisco. Apparently
he had exhausted his own patience
with life as he had fashioned it for
himself. It was said that his widow,
her daughter and two sons were
living in comfortable circumstances in New York City, apparently not having seen much of him
for some time. m

(The Netherlands)

The exhibit "Steampower and Silence; Photographs by Pieter Oosterhuis 1816-1885" will
feature his stereoviews of Amsterdam in viewers. Gemeentearchief Museum, Amsteldijk 67,
1074 HZ Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

Profiles from Oblivion:

The Wreck of a Life

(MA)

NSA NEW ENGLAND REGION MEETING, 12:30pm,

Super Chicago Photographic Show & Sale,
Holiday Inn Skokie, IL. Contact Mark Orenstein, 3950 W. Addison, Chicago, IL 60618.
Call 312-588-4420.

Milwau

(CA)

Summer Photo Fair, Santa Clara Co. Fairgrounds, San Jose, CA. Contact Photo Fair,
Box 32932, San Jose, CA 95152. Call 408251-9197.

(FL)

(IL)

(OH)

Ohio Camera Swap, Shadybrook Armory,
Cincinnati, OH. Contact Bill Bond, 8910 Cherry
St., Blue Ash, OH 45242. Call 513-891-5266.

Deland Camera Show & Sale, New Quality Inn,
2801 E. New York Ave., Deland, FL. Call Fla.
Camera Shows, 904-738-0549.

August 15

(CA)

The three-dimensional images of Harold Birdsall will be on exhibit at the Pacific Grove Art
Center in Pacific Grove, CA. The images, produced using a single lens, 8 x 10 scanning
camera, include landscapes, architecture, portraiture and figure studies.

Buena Park Camera Expo., Sequoia Club, 7530
Orangethorpe Ave., Buean Park, CA. Call 714786-6644 or 786-8183.

A
*,,

. 1 Atlanta,
GA

August 20-September24

Knoxville Photo-Fax! Camera Show & Sale,
Holiday Inn Northwest, Knoxville, TN. Contact
Patrick Murphy-Racey, 5813 Sanford Road,
Knoxville, TN 3791 2. Call 615-689-7420.

August 14
,

Nashville Photo-Fax Camera Show & Sale,
Music City Rodeway Inn, 1-40 and Briley Parkway, Nashville, TN. Contact Patrick MurphyRacey, 5813 Sanford Road, Knoxville, TN
37912. Call 615-689-7420.

(MD)

Washington, DC Photorama USA Camera
Show & Sale, Holiday Inn, 5910 Princess Garden Parkway, Lanham, MD. Contact Photorama USA, 20219 Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe
Woods, MI 48236. Call 313-884-2243.

August 14

Second Sunday Camera Show, Fireman's Hall
Parish Drive, Wayne, NJ. Contact Second Sunday Camera Show, 25 Leary Ave., Bloomingdale, NJ 07403. Call 201-838-4301.

upco

(FL)

0

August 15

Titusville Summer Camera Show, Quality Inn,
1-95 and Rte. 50, Titusville, FL. Contact Tom
Bonaccorso, 5013 Santa Barbara Ave.,
Titusville, FL 32780. Call 407-267-8343.

August 14

Duluth MN F Stop Swap, Camera Show, Sale &
Swap Meet, Holiday Inn, 200 W. First St.,
Duluth, MN. Contact Doug Erickson, 2200 W.
66th St R204, Minneapolis, MN 55432. Call
612-929-5245.

August 8

(OR)

Portland Camera Show & Sale, Best Western
Aladdin Inn, 10 N. Weidler, Portland, OR. Contact Photorama USA, 20219 Mack Ave.,
Grosse Pointe Woods, MI 48236. Call 313884-2243.

(PA)

Mid-Atlantic View-Master Collector's Show,
Holiday Inn, 3998 Street Road, Bensalem, PA.
Contact Roger Nazeley, 4921 Castor Ave.,
Philadelphia, PA 19124. Call 215-535-9021
days, 743-8889 e v e s . m

Pittsburah
& Allegheny ~ i f i ~

WANTED
City & Industrial Views
N. & M. Graver
2812 Center Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15205
7161244-4818

STEREO W R L D Mayllune 1993

IN

P

A Limited Edition
an

- TOUR View-Master
-mv

"

-

Collector's
Item!

The 1992
NSA 3-Reel Packet

HASSLE-FREE 3-D
WITH THE TECO-NIMSLO
CAMERA AND 3-VIEWER
Use the lightweight auto-exposure
camera to make:
36 Slide pairs
Close-ups at 3 distances
Lenticular Prints
Use the Universal viewer to display:
Realist and View-Master rollfilrn
Nimslo/Nishika rolls
Mounted slide pairs

Views of the Auburn, Cord,
Duesenberg Museum toured as
part of the NSA convention in
Fort Wayne, IN
Views of the View-Master
assembly line
Views of 1870s San Francisco

PRICES:
New camera ......................$145
Your Nimslo modified........... $63
Close-up attachments
6", 12", 30" dist's (ea) ......$29
Opti-Lite flash ......................$29
Eveready case .....................$12
Teco 3-Viewer......................$87

Stereography by
Wolfgang Sell and Carlton Watkins

Add $3 shipping per order.
Calif. residents add 73/4% sales tax.

$5.00 including postage from

MFD. BY:
TECHNlCAL ENTERPRISES
1401 Bonnie Doone
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
Tel. 714-644-9500

NSA, PO Box 398,
Sycamore, OH 44882.
\

PRECISION FOLDING STEREO VIEWER
For all standard
Realist 3D stereo slides.
Glass or cardboard
mounted. Folds flat,
weighs only 1 oz.
Prepaid minimum order
$10.00. Add $1.OO for
shipping and handling.
FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE.
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE,

Explore
the World
of
3-D Imaging,
Past & Present,
in

800-223-6694 i
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED.
MINIMUM ORDER $20.00

TAYLOR MERCHANT CORP. 212 West 35th Street New York, NY 10001

SmBEO
Lv

%

ARCHIVAL SLEEVES: clear 2.5-mil Polv~ro~vlene

L-

J

-

per 100:$7
caseoflOW:
per 100:SlO
caseof1000:
per 100:Sa
caseof1000:
per 100: $18
case of 500:
~ e r100:Sa
caseof1000:
4.~5'
case of 1000:
STERE01#63/4COMR (3 94. x 7)b r 100: S3
STEREO POLYESTER
per 100: 2-mil 512 or 3-mil
CABINET / CONTINENTAL 14 3'8' X 7)
..Der 100: 510 cased 1000:
per 100: $10
caseof 5W:
#lo COVER (4 YB x 9 ~ 8 . j
per 50: 57
case of 200:
5' x T
per 25: 56
caseof 5W:
BOUDOIR (5 lL? X)?8t l
per 25: $8
caseof 200:
8 - x 10~ e r 10:$8
caseof 100:
11' x 14'
1 6 x m (unsealedflap)
per 10: 520
case of 100:
Russell Norton PO Bx 1070. New Haven. CT 06504-1070
US SHIPPING: $4 per order. institutionaibilling. (1993)

CDV (3 318' X 4 38')
CDV POLYESTER (2-mil )
POSTCARD (3 34' X 5 3/47
POSTCARD PAGE4pockeltop bad

.
'

Still only

$22a year

from
$45

$25
$80

540
$45

NATIONAL
STEREOSCOPIC
ASSOCIATION

$99

I?O. Box 14801
Columbus, OH 43214

STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF

TEXAS
& INDIAN
TERRITORY
Photographed and Published By

MARTIN & TROUTMAN, PARIS, ILLS.
-

*---

---

j,
d
0

c.

$ 3
E

Negative nos. 1- 105. Will buy single cards or collections.
Also wanted: Photographic views showing Buffalo Hunting, Cowboys, Outlaws,
Lawmen, Plains Indians, 19th c. Texas.

LAWRENCE T. JONES
P.O. BOX 2084
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78768
512-474-2926

THE MAGAZINE
OF STEREO IMAGING,

C

PAST & PRESENT

hildren sentenced to Philadelphia3 "House of Refuge" spent their days working in shops
like this as part of a 19th century move toward reform of the penal system. More views by
philadelphb stereogmpher P. E. Chillman and research into the institution by William Brey
appear in the feature on w g e 20.

